41. You’re reading a
book and spot some
of your favourite
words. What would
they be?

42. You’re an astronaut
stepping out onto the
moon. Describe what
it feels like to walk on
the moon.

43. You are a bird
very high up in the
sky. Describe what
it feels like to fly.

44. You go into a big garden
full of fruit and vegetables,
you spot a vegetable you’ve
never seen before and it looks
disgusting. What is it called,
and what does it look, smell
and taste like?

45. You wake up one
morning and find you have
grown a beautiful fishtail
where your legs would be,
like a merperson! Describe
the tail.

46. You go to a theme park
and there’s the perfect ride
you’ve dreamed of riding on
your whole life. What’s it
called and what happens when
you ride it?

47. You are a slug and
a person reaches down
to move you out of the
way… what do you do?

48. You have to make a meal
out of a lemon, a potato,
some carrots, a strawberry
and some jelly. What meal
would you make?

49. You are given a new
fruit to try, and it’s
the most delicious fruit
you’ve ever tasted.
Describe why it’s
so delicious.

50. It’s the first
day of summer and
you are outside.
Describe what
it’s like.

51. You are by the side of a big
lake and in the distance you
spot what looks like a creature
you’ve never seen before in the
water. Could it be the Loch Ness
Monster? What does it look like?

52. You are cuddling
the perfect soft
toy. What does it
feel like?

53. You get the chance
to play a new musical
instrument that’s just been
invented. What’s it called,
what does it look like and
what sounds does it make?

54. You look in a
rockpool at the
beach. What do
you see?

55. You are in the future
and there are robots
everywhere as well as
people. What is the first
robot you see and what
does it do?

56. You stay at your friend’s
house and the bed you sleep is the
comfiest bed you’ve ever slept in.
Describe the bed - what it looks
like, how it feels, even what it
smells like if that is part of what
makes it the comfiest bed.

57. You are kicking
through fallen leaves.
What do they sound
like beneath
your feet?

58. You are a character
in a computer game.
What do you hear when
a person is playing
your game?

59. Describe your
favourite food
using all of the
five senses.

60. You become famous
overnight for inventing
something new and brilliant.
What is it you invented and
what’s so good about it?

61. You get to
design your perfect
classroom. What
would be in it?

63. You are in charge of

interviewing someone to be the
teacher for one of the other
classes in your school. What
should the teacher be like?

62. You are in the
forest and you climb
a tree. What can you
see from the top of
the tree?

64. You are having a
birthday party for one of
your best friends. Write a
menu of all the foods you’d
have at the party.

65. Think of a food you
really hate. Describe the
food in a way that shows
why you dislike it so much,
including taste, texture
and smell.

67. Imagine you are a baked bean

on a plateful of baked beans next
to all the other baked beans. Write
a conversation between you and
the other beans.

66. You are playing hide
and seek and find the
perfect place to hide.
Describe the place in as
much detail as possible.

68. It’s your birthday and you

have a really big parcel wrapped in
all sorts of shiny paper. When you
open it you are excited, but when
you get inside the box is empty.
Describe how you feel.

69. It is the first
day of winter and
you’re outside. What
is it like?

70. What is your favourite
kind of weather? Describe
what it feels like to
you when it’s that
weather outside.

71. You are on a very long
car journey. You invent a
game to play in the back
of the car to keep you
occupied. What is
the game?

72. You are a marble in a
marble run, rolling along
through the maze. Describe
what it’s like to be the
marble, in the first person.

73. You are using really
sharp scissors to cut
through some really smooth
material. Describe the
sound the scissors and the
material make as you cut.

74. Think of a place you’ve
never been to and would
really like to visit. Why
would you like to
visit there?

75. You are in the jungle
and can hear the rain
falling and animals making
noises. Describe, in lots
of detail, exactly what
you hear.

76. You have designed
the world’s fastest
trainers. Describe what
they look like and why
they are so fast.

77. You are a fly landing
on an ice cream. What
does it feel like to stand
on the ice cream and
what can you see?

78. You get into a bath thinking
it’s water, but it’s actually
honey. You immediately try and
get out, but it’s quite difficult.
Describe what it feels like to get
out of the bath.

79. You are riding on the
back of a dragon through
mist and clouds. All around
you other dragons are
flying too. Describe what
you can see and hear.

80. You’ve travelled back in
time to a place in history
you’d love to visit. When you
get out of the time-machine,
what do you see, hear
and smell?

